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Thank you for flying ADVANCE

Congratulations on your choice of a SUCCESS 3 – a quality product

This manual contains instructions and important advice about safety,
care and maintenance. We strongly advise that you read it carefully 

problems please contact your supplier or ADVANCE direct.

“happy landings”.

Team ADVANCE
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About ADVANCE

characteristics.

-
-

Total control of the production process and close supervision of the 

-

ADVANCE puts great importance on after-sales customer support, 

Service”.
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indicate the clear advance of the SUCCESS 3 over its predecessor.

Simple and clear

The SUCCESS 3 is characterised by its simplicity of use and easy-to-
see adjustments, and numerous details underline the practical nature

-
-

sible! 

The SUCCESS 3 – Favourite chair

Welcome on board

-

ling and ultimately improved aerodynamics. The ability to bring the 

more comfortable.

Outstanding features of the SUCCESS 3

Much lighter and even more comfortable

for the SUCCESS 3. The subsequent ergonomic shape of the harness
greatly improves its comfort.

Low drag, good looks and stable shape

-



Important details

Foam protector: a Plus for protection and safety
-

resents a clear PLUS for protection and safety. The special formula
material, the chamber segmentation and the controlled air release 

More useful extras:
• Carbon seatboard
• Neoprene covers on the leg straps
• Ball bearing speed line rollers

• Velcro on the shoulder straps



-
cause of their design, are not at all suitable for freefall parachuting.
The reserve and its attachments are not designed for an abrupt 
opening.

Correct harness settings contribute decisively to functioning, safety 

manual referred to as the foam protector, does not provide complete 
-

-
offs and landings.

The SUCCESS 3 is only to be used for paragliding.

General advice about paragliding

for the actual paraglider to be used. The paraglider pilot is also required

Wearing an adequate helmet, suitable boots and clothing, and carrying

When carrying out paraglider sports every pilot bears sole responsi-

nor the seller of a paraglider can guarantee or be held responsible for 
the pilot’s safety.

Safety advice



Preparing the product for use

Delivery

dealer for completeness and correct basic settings. The completed

Warranty in the section “Service”.)

Delivery package

• 2 alu main carabiners 
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Back strap adjustment 1

-
mend the basic setting.

Shoulder strap adjustment 2

sitting position. The neoprene-covered adjusters are at shoulder 
height and can be adjusted to any setting.

  providing comfortable support.

Adjustments

To correctly adjust your SUCCESS 3 hang the harness up by the cara-
biners. Sit in it and close the integrated leg and chest straps. Try the 

Their straps are smoothly adjustable over their full lengths, so the sit-

The development team have arrived at some standard adjustments, 

possibilities.

your settings.
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Chest strap adjustment 3

-

is very large and the harness agility can be changed to any setting to 
suit the conditions, as the pilot prefers.

  that you feel happy in your harness.

Leg strap adjustment 4

-

1

2

3

4
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board trailing edge. The length of the leg straps does not affect agility 

Seatboard angle adjustment

-
board setting is purely a matter of taste, to suit the pilot’s preference.

  provides roll stability.

Fitting the speed bar

The speed system load and travel is directed through a system of 

at hip level, through the slots in the neoprene and then the small pul-

and supported from a correctly simulated connection on the risers.

-

should be led through the plastic rings at the end of the seatboard, 

speedbar attachment loops.
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Fitting the foot stirrup

-

-

the front edge of the seatboard, and are tied to the tape loops on the 
stirrup sides – as short as practicable, but not under permanent 
tension.
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Attaching the cockpit
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Replacing components

Foam protector

to the foam protector. To replace the protector push it in — larger end 

Comfort foam

-

  C     Comfort foam

C

P
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Installing the reserve

General advice

-

Suitable reserves

Reserve compartment volume

S M L 
3 to 7.5 litres.

possible that a reserve does not release properly, even though it con-

formula.

Information about steerable reserves

A steerable reserve parachute can be connected directly to the 
coloured suspension points – under the covers on the shoulders, us-

parachute risers should be led through the channel provided on the 
harness to the reserve compartment. The standard harness/reserve 
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  reserve on the SUCCESS 3.

Installing the reserve parachute

place, close to the pilot’s centre of gravity. 

Connecting the reserve to the harness

and this combination is designed so that the pull of the handle acts 

-



Packing the reserve in the inner container

container; the SUCCESS 3 inner container needs the reserve to be 

reserve handle.



Connecting the reserve to the harness

The reserve bridle and the harness connection must be connected to 

cross-loading the maillon during a reserve deployment.

Connecting these looped ends by looping them through each other is 
only permissible if it is done by the manufacturer, or someone trained 

causing heating, melting and failure of the connection.

  the loops on the maillon.
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Putting the inner container in the reserve compartment

Arrow to arrow and point to point

-
tions indicated on the inner container and the inside of the reserve 
compartment. The silver points must lie one on the other. When the 

  inner container it must be refolded to the correct shape.
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Closing the reserve compartment

-

the outer compartment creates the necessary tension and pressure 
on the closure loops and cables.

 

the ends led into their buttonholes. The magnet in the reserve handle

The harness V-connector runs to the reserve through the channel on 

-

-

  parachute.

Compatibility testing

do this the pilot hangs the harness up by its carabiners and sits in it.

-

  positioned.
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General

-

set up information from the glider is transmitted directly to the pilot’s 

The SUCCESS 3 can be made very agile, or strongly damped in 

set quite damped for the student, and in turbulent air. But this is very 

Ground handling

off and landing turns out to be very pleasant - freedom of movement 

lift off.

Using the speed system

easy to reach under the front of the seatboard. This also means that 

Pushing the speedbar alters the sitting position. The upper body 

Use in flight
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  serve deployment

Flying with the foot stirrup

ADVANCE recommends that you only use the optional foot stirrup 
specially designed for the SUCCESS 3, and the only model to have 

-
ence.

Attachment adjacent to the seatboard and elastic locating tapes 

Flying with ballast

loops under the ends of the chest strap could be used as attachment 
points. The main carabiners could also be used for this purpose.

  reduced.

Use for training

-
fore landing.
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Use with other glider brands

there is no restriction.

Winching

someone authorised by the manufacturer.

The geometry and strength of the SUCCESS 3 means that it is capa-

either for pilot or passenger.
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Maintenance, repairs and care

Care and maintenance

-
-

is especially important to note that any suspected damage should be 

manufacturer or an authorised service centre.

-
cess.

 necessary. Never use solvents.

 reserve deployment.

 near the main carabiners.

 sure it gets adequate ventilation, to prevent condensation forming.
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Most reserve parachute manufacturers recommend an inspection 

-

Check

overall condition of the harness is rated and recorded in the service 

Repairs

As a general rule you should not attempt to repair a harness yourself. 

-
pairs using original materials.

Disposal

Environmental protection plays an important role in the selection of 
materials and the manufacture of an ADVANCE product. We use only 

-
ronmental impact assessments. When your harness reaches the end 
of its useful life in a number of years’ time, please remove all metal

plant.



Technical details

SUCCESS 3

S M L

Pilot height cm 155-172 175-202

cm 34 35.5 37

Seatboard depth cm 41 43

Support point height cm 42 44 46

cm 42-54 42-54 42-54

4.0 4.2

Load test

Colours



Materials used

We routinely inspect and test our base materials many times over. 
-

We have chosen all the materials very carefully, under conditions of 
the strictest quality control.

Exterior material

Inner material

Main, chest and shoulder straps

Leg straps

2-buckle-closure-system
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Service

ADVANCE Service Centres

-

authorised service centres that provide the same services. All service

ADVANCE website

if you have any questions.

 ing ADVANCE products

Warranty

years to cover defects that are attributable to manufacturing faults. 
There are more details online.

discovered, and send the defective product in for inspection. The 

product). 



product.

indicated above. Claims in respect of damage resulting from careless 
-
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Parts

Front view

 1 Shoulder straps
 2 Chest strap
 3 Main suspension points

 5 Leg straps
 6 Seat board straps
 7 Speed system pulleys

11

2

2
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4

5 5

6

6
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8
8

9

10
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Side view

 12 Velcro-cover for the reserve system

12

13

15

16
14
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